
Why test portable gas detectors 
one by one, by one, by one, 

when you can test 4 at once?

Reduce testing time and gas usage with our 
portable or wall mountable MGC Pump Dock.

      You can keep testing your multi gas detectors one at 
a time, or you can test them all in no time, when you use 
ultra-reliable MGC Pump portable gas detectors, from 
Gas Clip Technologies, together with the MGC Pump 
Dock or MGC Pump Wall Mount Dock. 

      You name it, and the MGC Pump Docks can do it. 
They accurately test, record and store information that is 
critical to maintain safety in your company. They provide 
individual monitor event logs, firmware, unit configura-
tions and, of course, bump/calibration logs. The robust 4+ 
GB USB gives you all the memory you need and the 
lithium ion battery ensures thousands of tests before 
needing to be recharged.

Test 4 detectors at a time,
up to 12 per minute!

Accurately test and record 
all data for each monitor.

     These reliable portable multi gas detectors and docks 
are proven to help facility workers and contractors do 
their jobs safely, productively and cost effectively. To 
learn more about the MGC Pump Dock, MGC Pump Wall 
Mount Dock and the unmatched dependability of the 
MGC Pump, call or visit our website. Every second counts.

Call today, or visit www.gascliptech.com.

Portable gas detectors you can count on.
www.gascliptech.com    877.525.0808

     Our MGC Pump Docks let you bump test and calibrate 
4 detectors at once for LEL, H2S, CO and O2. With one 
dock, you can bump test up to 12 detectors in a minute, 
which saves valuable time and reduces the use of testing 
gas. The MGC Pump Dock, or MGC Pump Wall Mount 
Dock, is compatible with all MGC Pump detectors 
(Infrared or Pellistor).

MGC PUMP DOCK v1.2



  www.gascliptech.com      Toll-free: 877.525.0808

” x 1 ” x 7. ” 
(50.  x 40 x 1  cm)  
Wall Mount
17. ” x 12” x ”
(45 x 30 x 1  cm)

2 Years

Rechargeable Lithium Ion  
2 months @ 100 
instrument bump tests/day

USB 4+ GB Standard

Bump Test and Calibration

Bump/Cal Logs, Individual 
Monitor Logs, Firmware and 
Unit Configurations

LEL, H2S, CO and O2

Works with all MGC monitors

Compatible with 58L or 116L
cylinders. Docks also available 
in a High Volume/High Pressure 
model.
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